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Randalls & Wards Island was an undesirable island surrounding the east and 
Harlem river which has a history of landfills, while now it’s being converted into a 
recreational park for the city and a great habitat for organisms. The morphology 
of the island and shifts in shoreline historically and geologically reflect the trans-
formation between land and water. Therefore, we divide the survey into two parts 
by respectively studying land and water to observe the material exchange in the 
transformation.





We created this map by hatching the shoreline from historical maps from differ-
ent periods of time. The darker the poche is, the later the land is filled. The yellow 
line represents the current shoreline. We started looking at the area between the 
changing shoreline and unfolded the history of land reclamation on our site.  





We seek the design oppotunities from the physcial materiality of the Randalls and 
Wards island. 



Our vision is turning Randalls and Wards island into a test site for climate chan-
gel. Three test sites will be selected and for civic, reseach and recilience test. 

Randalls And Wards island as aTest Site



With the controlled tidal events, the salt marsh will grow. The 
resilient barrier will form. 







After testing the site for around two centuries, the 
whole Randalls & Wards Island would beomce 
Marshland, like it was before in the 18th century...

















Five Archives In JATC
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Archive Of  Inmates Life



Archive of Laundry Room Archive of Cafeteria



Archive of Cafeteria
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